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Eco-Friendly Sofitel So
Striking a balance between energy efficient lighting and the opulent glow that a hotel
deserves is a challenge that needs creative solutions. Light Cibles, the lighting designer for
Sofitel So Singapore, shares how design constraints can encourage inventiveness.
Boutique luxury hotel Sofitel So is located in Singapore’s Central Business District area at Robinson Road. Its façade,
which envelopes the taller, modern structure, is an iconic heritage building following the conservation principles
established by the Urban Redevelopment Authority. With the restoration project set to achieve the BCA Green Mark
Platinum certification, lighting design appropriate for the fashion-centric hotel must not bust the energy budget.
Light for the building façade, from base to crown, is a warm to cool white gradation to retain timeless elegance.
Timers power off 50 percent of the façade lighting from 9 PM onwards to save electricity. To prevent unoccupied
guestrooms from being dark, LEDs were sandwiched between the curtains and the windows.
As the focal point of the hotel’s façade, its entrance has to be grand, warm and welcoming. The initial plan to
highlight the arch of the entrance facing the busy junction with a pair of pendant lights – like pearl drop earrings
framing a woman’s face – had to be reworked when a glass canopy was installed. To create the illusion of pendant
lights, metal rods were fixed to look like they are “piercing through” the canopy while the lamps were installed on
the underside.
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To retain the original structure of light fixtures were not
permitted to be inserted into the walls so compact mount
lighting was used instead with cables running discreetly along
the wall grooves. Hemispheric lights stretching the path of the
walkway too have concealed cables without drilling the ceiling.
Behind the traditional façade is an interior with urban chic. Each
of the hotel’s 134 guestrooms features a Lightboys roof top light
— a square Barrisol lightbox which gives the viewer a threedimensional experience of looking up to an old-world glass
dome. The original piece had several light tubes lined vertically
inside the lightbox which had to be reduced to meet the energy
budget but doing so made the gaps dark and obvious, so the
lighting designer lit according to the curves and bars of the
print’s geometry.
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Befitting the playful luxury of the Hi-So rooftop bar which commands a
stunning 360-degree view of the city’s skyline, spotlights give the goldtiled infinity pool a glowing splendour, accompanied by complementing
points of light on the steel beams and trees.
AWARDS: BCA Green Mark (New Non-Residential Buildings) Platinum Award (2012)
PHOTOS: © Sofitel So Singapore
© Fernando Ian Jaruda / Light Cibles
ABOUT LIGHT CIBLES:
Louis Clair founded Light Cibles in 1983 as the first independent lighting engineering and
design consultancy. His son, Emmanuel Clair, lighting designer and architect, leads the
group’s offices in Paris, Singapore, Tianjin and Kuala Lumpur. This multidisciplinary team
of architects, interior designers and senior technicians speaks 14 languages and is always
in search of the most beautiful solutions, applying unusual techniques and creative use of
technology, and developing new materials in collaboration with manufacturers. The
innovative lighting design of Light Cibles can be seen around the world with notable
projects such as the Grand Arche de la Défense, Notre-Dame Cathedral and Paris Charles
de Gaulle Airport in France; Esplanade Theatres on the Bay, Singapore Sports Hub and the
Fullerton Heritage in Singapore; the Kuala Lumpur lighting master plan and National
Mosque in Malaysia; and the Beirut Central District in Lebanon. The team has won awards
including the IALD International Lighting Design Award in 2012, IES Illumination Award in
2012; and BCA Construction Excellence Awards in 2013 and 2014.

PROJECT: SOFITEL SO SINGAPORE HOTEL
LOCATION: SINGAPORE
COMPLETION: AUGUST 2014
CLIENT/DEVELOPER: ROYAL BROTHERS GROUP
ARCHITECT: DP ARCHITECTS
LANDSCAPE CONSULTANT: DP GREEN
INTERIOR DESIGNER: MIAJA DESIGN GROUP
LIGHTING CONSULTANT: LIGHT CIBLES
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